
Empreiteiros (day labor recruiters) were waiting at the bus stop in Ouro Preto 

when the Pinheiro  couple, Marli then pregnant, arrived.  They got lucky and 

worked as sharecroppers on a farm just outside the town (linha 8), subsisting on 

maize, mangoes, bananas, and beans (as an occasional luxury). Meanwhile Carlos 

applied for a land grant from the government’s colonization agency (INCRA).  

Within a month, both Carlos and Marli had contracted malaria, a rampant and 

chronic disease afflicting over 60% of Rondônia’s growing migrant population in 

the mid-1970s.  Carlos had endured 16 bouts of the disease by the time we first 

met him in 1992. After 6 months of waiting, Carlos left his family (Marli with an 

infant son) and walked the better part of 60 kilometers over a rough road that 

progressively diminished into a foot path and then into dense forest, to stake his 

claim on a parcel of land that existed only on a crude INCRA map. Carlos was 

never certain that the land he actually settled on was the one indicated on the 

INCRA map, but he claimed it his own by clearing a small swath of forest. He was 

at least 5 km for the nearest “road” (trail).  Carlos only had provisions for a week 

and was running out of food before he could get back to Ouro Preto.  He began to 

observe the small monkeys that populated the forest surrounding his small 

encampment, and ate the fruit that they ate. He got lucky and shot a peccary and 

got by for 8 days, before returning to Ouro Preto.  

Over the subsequent 6 months, 3 trips later, Carlos had constructed a small shack 

of rough- hewn tree limbs, wild palm frawns  and a few boards of rough 

sawnwood, that he carried-in on his back, sufficient to break the pelting rains. 

Marli arrived, with child in tow, shortly thereafter. By then, Carlos could claim 

that he “occupied” this land for 366 days, and petitioned INCRA for an 

“inscription” (a temporary land title), which was granted a year later after the 

area had been officially surveyed. By then, the Pinheiro  family had neighbors, one 

also from Parana, the other from Minas Gerais. While the property lines were still 

ambiguous, the neighbors kept a safe distance from each other. Violent conflicts 

over land ownership were legion in the frontier at the time. But the neighbors co-

existed peacefully. When Carlos came down with another bout of malaria, his 

neighbors brought food, a customary Brazilian practice of hospitality that later 

solidified a friendship between these families that has endured to this day.   



For the first year on their homestead the Pinheiro family (Marli now with two 

healthy children), tapped rubber latex from a dozen hevea trees that they could 

reach in their forest for a tiny amount of cash. They continued to mimic the 

dietary behavior of the local monkey population, progressively adding more 

natural fruits, nuts, wild palm stems, and other plants to their regular diet, 

periodically supplemented with bush meat or fish from a nearby stream.  

After the first growing season, Carlos harvested 6 sacks of corn, 3 of rice, and half 

a sack of beans, while coffee bushes grew quickly on a small patch of freshly 

cleared forest soils. This was a windfall for the Pinheiros – they had some cash, 

finally. Circumstances had improved for the Pinheiros  family. These former 

landless sharecroppers were now land-owners (of a 100 hectare farm). The road 

eventually arrived to their farm gate, enabling Carlos to increase the scale of 

annual food crop production for sale, and with two able-bodied sons, he was able 

to cut down more forest (with a rented chainsaw) and plant more acreage in 

coffee. After five years, Carlos bought his first cow, the seed to a herd that would 

grow to 51 heads by 2000.  Carlos’ dream had come true – to become a self-

sufficient land-owner able to care for his family. The Pineiros family story was  

emblematic of the pioneer experience on the Rondônia frontier. A generation of 

nearly 100,000 families, displaced by the “modernization” of Brazilian agriculture 

from (labor intensive) coffee to (capital intensive) soy bean production in the 

South, Southeast and Center-west of Brazil, scraped their way to hopeful 

livelihoods in Rondônia’s Northwest Frontier. By and large, they helped each 

other, went to church, sent their kids to school, and despite the necessity of 

clearing forest for survival, they exhibited a profound respect for the forest. Read 

on. 

 


